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Series - Manifestation of Aurora - Part II

Companions:

The fundamental manifestation of Aurora on the surface is based on love among siblings, on an
honest and true love that is built within the fraternity of Christ so that, following this, the Principles
of the Celestial Father, those principles which inspire the Project of God, may be present within
humanity.

In order to make all of this possible, in this new year, it is necessary to contemplate the needs of
Aurora which are being carried out, stage by stage, with the collaboration of the stewards of the
Work. This will allow the Center of Aurora itself to receive the celestial treasures on the inner
planes; sacred tools that will make it possible to accelerate the process of the redemption of
humanity.

For this very important reason, Aurora needs the collaboration of everyone to make the
manifestation of its Sacred Center possible, as well as that of group life, which must have the
necessary structures so that a New Humanity may be able to count on this Island of Salvation.

When I told you yesterday that Aurora has not yet completed its manifestation, it was to have you
understand that the Spiritual Hierarchy still has plans and projects here, which must be materialized
within the life on Earth so that the physical spaces which Aurora has may also be contemplated for
the realization of the Purpose and the Plan of the Hierarchy.

The Kingdom of Aurora is not just a space for the inner knowledge of beings.

The Kingdom of Aurora must be a completely manifested space so that the task of Aurora may take
place on the surface.

The time has come to be able to embrace the Project of the Hierarchy so that, on Earth and for these
end times, universal life may be a reality experienced and felt by each serving heart.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master, Christ Jesus


